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islands Malaria and dysentery to name only the major
troubles are very prevalent and the natn es seem particularly
susceptible to their ravages The rainfall varies ver> greatly
both in time and in amount but the more settled parts are
known to receive between 80 and 100 inches m the >ear
Planting on a large scale has been a feature oi the dev elop
ment since certain large soap manufacturing firms decided
that the Solomons were suited to copra production under
the plantation system and since 1905 very large areas have
been developed The coco nut palm comes into bearing six
or seven years after planting The nut is split and the white
kernel when dried becomes the highly odorous copra o£
commerce. A native labourer will collect and split 300-400
pounds of green copra in a day This is then dried m
kilns and the weight is reduced by about half The main
difficulty has been the provision of suitable labour but for
the last decade over 20 000 tons of copra have been exported
each year
Like the people of the New Hebrides the Solomon
Islanders show signs of considerable racial mixture although
the Polynesian traits are only pronounced in the coastal
districts By nature fierce and suspicious the native temper
has not been improved by experience of western methods
of approach and the group presents one of the most difficult
problems of administration in the Pacific The difficulty is
intensified by the bewildering jumble of languages and
dialects No less than forty different modes of speech have
been traced in the group The numbers of the native popula
tion are not known with any exactness and the figures
quoted from tame to time are nothing more than skilful
guesswork Some islands are densely populated Maimta
for instance has at least 50000 inhabitants and may well
have twice that number while some of the other islands are

